Trend Q is an engineered stone made of granite, quartz and crushed mosaic glass. Trend Q delivers the perfect combination between technology and respect for the environment.

Most of the raw material used is POST-CONSUMER recycled material; therefore LEED points can be earned using Trend Q. The recycled glass comes from a variety of beverage bottles (beer, water, gin etc) that give Trend Q wonderful colors, textures and visual depth.

Recycled glass is also used to produce glass mosaic. Glass mosaic comes in more than 300 colors and it is offered to complement Trend Q.

We can now say that we have the best balance between beauty and technical abilities. Trend Q was developed over 30 years ago in Italy and is now made in Florida to better satisfy the US market.

TrendQ is:

LIGHT - Less than 3 pound per square foot, almost 1/4th the weight of ordinary 2 cm granite.

LARGE IN SIZE - Slabs are 10 feet by 4 feet and they can be easily installed in a single piece.

VERSATILE – Can be cut into several sizes that you decide (max 10’ by 4’).

FLEXIBLE – It accepts small structural movements without cracking.

THIN – Because it is only a 1/4” it can be installed over existing surfaces.

DURABLE - Classified Extra Heavy. The highest possible rating for the Robinson Floor Test (ASTM C627).

MAINTENANCE FREE - Product is non-absorbent making it very resistant to stains. It does not require a sealer.

For these reasons European leading companies in building transportation, have found Trend Q to be the best material for elevators and for more than 20 years now they have been satisfying their most demanding customers offering Trend Q daily.